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 In this paper, an optimized Fractional Order Proportional, Integral, 

Derivative based Genetic Algorithm GA-FOPID optimization technique is 

proposed for glucose level normalization of diabetic patients. The insulin 

pump with diabetic patient system used in the simulation is the Bergman 

minimal model, which is used to simulate the overall system. The main 

purpose is to obtain the optimal controller parameters that regulate the 

system smoothly to the desired level using GA optimization to find the 

FOPID parameters. The next step is to obtain the FOPID controller 

parameters and the traditional PID controller parameters normally. Then, the 

simulation output results of using the proposed GA-FOPID controller was 

compared with that of using the normal FOPID and the traditional PID 

controllers. The comparison shows that all the three controllers can regulate 

the glucose level but the use of GA-FOPID controller was outperform the use 

of the other two controllers in terms of speed of normalization and the 

overshoot value. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes is not a newborn disease; it has been with civilization from a long time. It affects more 

than 400 million adults worldwide and causes about two million deaths. Diabetes is a malady in which the 

blood glucose levels are too high. Aldohexose comes from some type of foods. Internal secretion may be a 

hormone that helps the aldohexose gets into cells to offer them energy. With sort one polygenic disease, the 

human body doesn't build internal secretion. With sort a pair of polygenic disease, the additional common 

sort, the body doesn't build or use internal secretion well. While not enough internal secretion, the aldohexose 

stays in body blood. The human body will even have prediabetes. This means that blood glucose is higher 

than conventional, however not high enough to be known as polygenic disease. Having prediabetes puts the 

human at the next risk of obtaining sort a pair of polygenic disease [1-3]. 

Over time, having an excessive amount of aldohexose in human body blood will cause serious 

problems. It will harm eyes, kidneys, and nerves. Gene disease may also cause cardiovascular disease, stroke 

and even the necessity to get rid of a limb. Pregnant ladies may also develop a multi-gene disease, known as 

physiological condition polygenic disease. Diabetes mellitus or diabetes has been divided in to four types; 

type 1, type 2, gestational diabetes, and some specific types. These specific types are several individual 

causes with different conditions and treatment. Diabetes may be a lot of variable malady than once thought 

and people could have mixtures of forms. The main therapy used for type 1 diabetes is the insulin injections 

to keep the blood glucose level within the normal level [1, 4].  
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Nowadays, the engineers designed a medical device to pump the insulin into the patient body called 

the insulin pump of the closed loop block diagram shown in Figure 1. The main part in this device is the 

design of a suitable controller for the pump [5]. This work is focused in the designing of a GA-FOPID 

controller. In last decay, many researchers have been studies several control algorithms to control the blood 

glucose level of type 1 patients based on the insulin pump device. Most of these algorithms were based on the 

PID control algorithm as it is easy to implement practically. The major difference was the tuning method 

which leads to improve the efficiency response of the insulin pump in terms of speed, low over shoot and 

root mean square error. A digital PID controller was main control algorithm discussed in literature. For 

example, authors in [2] designed a digital PID controller based on Ziegler-Nichols and Cohen-Coon tuning 

techniques. While the digital PID controller was proposed to control the blood glucose level of a diabetic 

patient in [6]. Several tuning techniques were used to find the controller parameter coefficients such as, 

Astrom-Hagglund, Cohen-Coon, and Chien-Hrones-Reswick techniques. The digital PID controller was 

implemented via Field Programmable Gate Array device to control the patient glucose level. The controller 

parameters were tuned based on Zeigler-Nichols technique [7]. 

Another proposed control technique to control the patient glucose level was the intelligent control 

algorithms such as, the fuzzy control algorithm proposed in [5]. A linearly decreasing weight particle swarm 

optimization method was used for four tests for type 1 patients. The meal disturbance was considered with 

the parameter uncertainties to show the robustness of the proposed controller. The simulation results verified 

that the proposed algorithm was outperforming the other controller. In [4] a FOPID controller was proposed 

for a nonlinear model of type 1 diabetes with patient up normal conditions to regulate the insulin level. The 

results show that the use of FOPID controller performs better than the use of normal PID controller. 

Optimization method was used for four tests for type 1 patients. The meal disturbance was considered with 

the parameter uncertainties to show the robustness of the proposed controller. The simulation results verified 

that the proposed algorithm was outperforming the other controller. A fuzzy-PID control algorithm was 

implemented for automatic insulin transfer system in [8]. The obtained results were compared with that of the 

fuzzy-PD, fuzzy-PI and reference model controllers. It shows that the proposed controller was kept the 

insulin for longer time than the other controllers. In [9] two controllers were developed to regulate the insulin 

level in a type 1 patient, the PID and fuzzy controllers. In [10] a genetic fuzzy PI controller was applied to 

linearized type 1 diabetes using the gap metric to regulate the patient sugar level. The genetic algorithm was 

used to tune the fuzzy memberships. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed controller has 

given a significant improvement over the conventional PI controller in terms of overshoot and fast response. 

The nonlinear control algorithms such as, backstepping [11], backstepping with sliding mode [12], 

integral backstepping [13], adaptive controller with parametric compansation [14], and multi objective with 

H∞ [15] were designed to control the type 1 patient blood sugar level to deal with the nonlinear part of the 

dynamic model. In [16] a H∞ control algorithm was proposed to normalize the diabetes glucose level to meet 

the stability and robustness conditions of the system with known meal disturbance consideration. In [17] an 

internal model and PD controllers were discussed to normalize the glucose level. In [18] a single network 

adaptive critic was proposed to regulate the blood sugar level and its results were compared with that of 

linear quadratic regulator. A robust control strategy based on linear matrix inequality, extended kalman filter, 

tensor product model transformation and parameter varying approaches were proposed in [19] to solve the 

type 1 diabetes control problem with control constraints guaranteed.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Insulin pump control diagram 
 

 

In [20] the authors were designed an artificial pancereas which controlled based on model predictive 

control technique. The simulation results show a significant regulation accuracy compared with the existing 

results. Combinations of three control techniques were proposed to control the pariant blood glucose system 

in [21]. These techniques were; the fuzzy logic, fractional order, and sliding mode control techniques. In [22] 
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the authors found few researchers in the literature they proposed the reinforcement learning approach to 

control the blood glucose system. In conclusions, the responses of the above controllers were had a 

significant overshoot which affects the patient himself and the amount of the insulin injected to the human 

body. In this work, after analyzing and scrutinizing the results of previous traditional controllers (PID and 

FOPID), it is suboptimal result, therefore we use a technique (genetic algorithm) based on the sensitivity of 

the control signal level of the insulin pump apparatus on the basis of full knowledge of the properties of 

insulin injections. Our contribution is the enhancement of the FOPID controller to be optimized based on the 

GA. This method is optimized the controller parameters automatically and more accurately than the 

traditional trial and error method or the others. To evaluate the proposed controller performance, we also 

compare its results with that of the two traditional PID and FOPID controllers' results. The comparisons are 

illustrated in MATLAB simulation tests. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; the mathematical model of the insulin pump is derived 

in section 2. Section 3 shows the mathematical description of the fractional order controller design combined 

with the genetic algorithm technique used for tuning purpose. In section 4 the controllers' implementation 

were compared. In section 5 the simulation results were illustrated and discussed. The conclusions and the 

future works were shown in sections 6 and 7 respectively. 

 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The modeling description of the physical parameters in insulin pump device with the patient, the 

Bergman minimal mathematical model is used as in (1-3) [11, 14]. 

  

�̇�(𝑡) = −𝑝1[𝐺(𝑡) − 𝐺𝑏] − 𝑋(𝑡)𝐺(𝑡) + 𝐷(𝑡)         (1) 

           

�̇�(𝑡) = −𝑝2𝑋(𝑡) + 𝑝3[𝐼(𝑡) − 𝐼𝑏] (2) 

 

𝐼(̇𝑡) = −𝑛[𝐼(𝑡) − 𝐼𝑏] + 𝛾[𝐺(𝑡) − ℎ]+𝑡 + 𝑢(𝑡) (3) 

 

Where the parameters descriptions are illustrated in Table 1 [11]. 

Using the forward Laplace transform with neglecting the internal regulatory term γ[G(t)-h]+ and the 

disturbance term, (1-3) can be described in the form: 

 

𝑠𝐺(𝑠) = −𝑝1𝐺(𝑠) − 𝐺𝑏𝑋(𝑠) (4) 

 

𝑠𝑋(𝑠) = −𝑝2𝑋(𝑠) + 𝑝3𝐼(𝑠) (5) 

 

𝑠𝐼(𝑠) = −𝑛𝐼(𝑠) + 𝑢(𝑠) (6) 
 
 

Table 1. Bergman model parameters 
Symbol Specification Normal value/units 

G(t) Concentration of plasma glucose mg/dL 

p1 Insulin constant 0.155*10-3 1/min 
Gb Glucose level before injection 70 mg/dL 

X(t) Concentration of remote insulin mU/L 

D(t) Disturbance ---- 
p2 Decrease rate of tissue's glucose up taking 0.42 1/min 

p3 Capacity of glucose up taking 4.92*10-6 (µU/ml)/min2 

I(t) Concentration of insulin in plasma mU/dL 
Ib Insulin level before injection 7 µU/ml 

N Insulin in plasma decay rate 0.265 1/min 
ᴽ Body insulin secretion 0.0039 µU/ml/min2/(mg/dL) 

H Glucose threshold 79.035 mg/dL 

u(t) Insulin input mU/min 

 
 

In (6) can be rewritten as: 

 

𝐼(𝑠) =
𝑢(𝑠)

𝑠 + 𝑛
  (7) 

 

Substituting (7) into (5) we get: 
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𝑋(𝑠) = 𝑝3𝑢(𝑠)/(𝑠 + 𝑛)(𝑠 + 𝑝2)   (8) 

 

Substituting (8) into (4) we obtain: 

 

𝐺(𝑠) =  −
𝐺𝑏𝑝3𝑢(𝑠)

(𝑠 + 𝑛)(𝑠 + 𝑝2)(𝑠 + 𝑝1)
 (9) 

 

Then, the overall transfer function can be written as: 

 
𝐺(𝑠)

𝑢(𝑠)
=  −

𝐺𝑏𝑝3

(𝑠 + 𝑛)(𝑠 + 𝑝2)(𝑠 + 𝑝1)

=
−𝐺𝑏𝑝3

𝑠3 + (𝑛 + 𝑝1 + 𝑝2)𝑠2 + (𝑝1𝑝2 + 𝑝1𝑛 + 𝑝2𝑛)𝑠 + 𝑝1𝑝2𝑛
  

(10) 

 

Now, using the parameter values in Table 1, the transfer function in (10) can be written as: 

 

𝐺(𝑠)

𝑢(𝑠)
=  

−0.3444 ∗ 10−3

𝑠3 + 0.6852𝑠2 + 11.14 ∗ 10−2𝑠 + 0.1725 ∗ 10−6
 (11) 

 

 

3. CONTROLLER DESIGN 

3.1.  FOPID controller  

The FOPID approach of the form PIβ Dρ illustrated in (12) is proposed in this work to improve the 

normalization of the glucose level in the diabetic patient by control the insulin pump device described in 

Figure 1 and the transfer function in (11). 

 

𝑃𝐼𝛽𝐷𝜌 =  𝐾𝑝 +
𝐾𝐼

𝑠𝛽
+ 𝐾𝐷𝑠𝜌 (12) 

 

If the difference between the measured glucose level and the reference or the glucose desired level is 

the error input to the proposed control is e(t), then, the controller output or the insulin pump input is: 

 

u(t) =  KPe(t) + KID
−βe(t) + KDDρe(t)     (13) 

 

where, D is the fractional operator, KP,KI,KD,β,and ρ are the constant proportional, integral, derivative, 

integral part order, and derivative part order controller parameters. It is obvious that if the values of β and ρ 

are chosen equal to 1, then the obtained controller is a traditional PID controller. If the first one is chosen as 1 

and the second is chosen as 0, then the obtained controller is a traditional PI controller. In contrast, if the first 

one is chosen as 0 and the second is chosen as 1, then the obtained controller is a traditional PD controller. 

The main objective is to enhance the control performance of the overall system by finding optimal controller 

parameters. The genetic algorithm approach is proposed in this work to optimize the controller parameters. 

 

3.2.  Genetic algorithm 

GA is suggested in this work to optimize the FOPID controller parameters. The MATLAB GA 

toolbox version 2018b is used for the tuning purpose. GA is a random search mechanism technique used for 

solving the optimization problems. It employments probabilistic rules rather than deterministic rules and 

manages a populace of potential arrangements known as chromosomes that advance iteratively. Each 

emphasis of the calculation is named an era. The advancement of arrangements is mimicked through a 

wellness work and hereditary administrators such as population, crossover, and mutation. The algorithm is 

started with random population usually in a binary string or real number named chromosome. It is 

performance is measured by a chosen objective function named fitness. The error is used to estimate the 

fitness of the chromosomes [23], [24]. Optimization based on GA is beginning with the parameters 

generation (chromosomes), then the fitness of these parameters are calculated. In the next step, a new 

generation (children) are produced, this step are repeated in all iterations of the algorithm [25-26]. Figure 2 

shows the GA steps [27]. 
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Figure 2. The genetic algorithm flow chart 

 

 

3.3.  GA-FOPID 

The FOPID controller parameters tuning based on genetic optimization algorithm steps are; the first 

step is to initialize a small population size named chromosomes to find the optimal controller parameters as 

fast as possible. Each chromosome has a fitness represents the controller parameters. In the second step all 

the controller parameters are transferred to the original controller at each iteration sample. Then the response 

of the system computed using an IAE cost function. These steps are repeated until the minimum objective 

function-fitness-value is obtained. Finally, the final controller parameters are obtained to be used in the 

original system. 

 

 

4. CONTROLLER COMPARISON 

For more materialization the proposed GA-FOPID controller response, a comparison with the 

classical PID and FOPID controllers' response for the diabetics' blood glucose problem is illustrated in this 

section. It is clear that the finding of the proposed GA-FOPID controller parameters is automated and it is 

easier to obtain than that of the two classical PID and FOPID controllers' parameters, which obtained via a 

classical manner. Moreover, finding these classical controllers' parameters required long time and greater 

potential. The obtained results show that the response of the proposed GA-FOPID controller is significant 

faster than the other two controllers. It is also clear that the GA-FOPID controller leads to a smoother 

response compared with that of the other controllers. More details about the simulation tests are explained in 

the simulation results section. 

 

 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section the simulation of the diabetic system which includes the insulin pump device and the 

patient with FOPID PI^β D^ρ based GA tuning technique was implemented using MATLAB 2018b 

combined with the FOMCON toolbox such that the step time response of the closed loop system shown in 

Figure 1 is closed to the reference input. The original closed loop system step response is shown in Figure 3. It is 

clear that from Figure 3 the system is unstable and it is important to find a suitable controller to force the 

blood glucose to the desied level. Therefore; our aim is to stabilize the overall system with testing input. A 

comparison among three control techniques PID, FOPID, and GA-FOPID were obtained, the results were 

shown in Table 2. The step responses of the closed loop control system using these controller parameters 

were shown in Figure 4. The system was tested using a hard testing signal shown in Figure 5 with their 

response. It is obvious that the response of the system using the GA-FOPID controller was faster than the 
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other two controllers to reach the desired level with no overshoot or steady state error. Moreover, the 

response of normal FOPID controller was outperforming the response of using the traditional PID controller. 

 

 

Table 2. Controllers' parameters 
Parameter GA-FOPID PID FOPID 

KP 9.99 8 7 

KI 9.99 0.001 5 

KD 10 8 5 
β 0.0035 --- 0.01 

ρ 0.99 --- 1.9 

 

 

  
  

Figure 3. System step response without controller Figure 4. step response using different controllers 

  

  

 
 

Figure 5. System response using different controllers 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

A complete insulin normalization system called Bergman model was implemented and controlled 

using a proposed GA-FOPID controller. The parameters of the controller were tuned using a genetic 

algorithm. The model was tested using the proposed GA-FOPID controller. Then, the system was tested 

using the normal FOPID and traditional PID controllers. There are some important different between the step 

responses among the three controllers tested in this paper. These differences were outcomes based on the 

different in tuning methods of the controllers' parameters. The performance of the use of the proposed GA-

FOPID based genetic algorithm tuning was outperforms the other two controllers' responses. Our future work 

towards this subject is to consider the effect of the disturbances (meals) and the model uncertainties in the 

control system. 
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7. FUTURE WORK 

One of the most important future works, which can be implemented with a complete insulin 

normalization system, is applying other control systems to obtain better results in terms of speed and stability 

in the system performance. An example of a control system that can be tried is the hybrid control system 

between the fuzzy systems and the modified PID systems. In the future, the proposed control system can be 

practically implemented as it is characterized by optimal response and can achieve advanced results in 

practical performance. 

Literature review that has been done author used in the chapter "Introduction" to explain the 

difference of the manuscript with other papers, that it is innovative, it are used in the chapter "Research 

Method" to describe the step of research and used in the chapter "Results and Discussion" to support the 

analysis of the results [2]. If the manuscript was written really have high originality, which proposed a new 

method or algorithm, the additional chapter after the "Introduction" chapter and before the "Research 

Method" chapter can be added to explain briefly the theory and/or the proposed method/algorithm [4]. 
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